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Dance Award for MaryAverett Seelye
She moved around, on top of, and through
the sculptural pieces. A quote from the
New York Times illustrates the press reaction: The reviewer “was struck by the performance of Banks of Yarrow in which the
heartbroken wife mourning her slain laird
comes vividly to life through a simplicity of
related poses and the expressiveness of
the recitation.”
Earlier, in the 1950’s, MaryAverett became the founding production director of
Theatre Lobby, a 75-seat “off-Broadway”
theater in Washington.

On September 8th in the
Kennedy Center, the Washington Performing Arts Society will
present its annual dance award
to MaryAverett Seelye. The Pola
Nirenska award will recognize
her origination of Kinesis, an integration of poetry and movement with sculptural art forms in
theatrical performance.
While American choreographers worked with words as early as Martha
Graham’s American Document in 1938,
MaryAverett continued to work with and hone
this mode over a period of more than thirty
years beginning in the 1960’s.
Although she sometimes used music, more
often she performed to her own voice alone.

Back To Work
As with most of us seniors, I’ve never gotten
over viewing September as back to school and
the beginning of the program year. I had hardly
recovered from the academic timetable of my
own University years when my children brought
me back to school starting in September. And
by the time they completed college, I returned
to a university as an associate professor. This
de facto year is further engrained by the July-

The theater was noted for a series of distinguished classical and experimental productions
as well as its progressive interracial casting policy before other local theaters had integrated.
While the media hadn’t covered earlier performances, she received very good reviews for her
last production, Waiting for Godot.

~~

By Robert Elkin

June fiscal year of nonprofit organizations in
which I worked.
September ~~ Here at Collington we celebrate September as the return to business as
usual. This is the month of preparing for elections for the Residents Association (RA). By
September 3 (a really early date), all housing
area and district leaders must be named for
the coming year. By August 28 (I still treat

schools beginning before Labor Day as an infringement), residents had to get their suggestions to the Nominating Committee for candidates for the five RA officers. During September, the candidates will be named and publicized in preparation for the October 3 election.
September’s big social event on September
26 will be the Annual Foundation Banquet. This
offers the ladies the opportunity to DRESS UP
and for us men to select a clean tie. The planners hope for good weather for the cocktail party
in the Courtyard. It sounds as if the Foundation
will renew its fundraising efforts.
By the end of the month, most of us will return from our stays in cooler climes or from summer trips to pick up volunteer jobs again. We,
who held the fort over the summer, look forward
to having more hands about. Why doesn’t it
work out that way? Most committees will recognize September as a time to reinstate their regular meetings (except for those die-hards who
met all summer).

November ~~ Finally, national election day
arrives—on November 4. After what already
seems the longest primary season ever, each of
us will have the chance to cast our vote to reflect
one of the most momentous decisions we make
in our lifetime. I suspect the Government Awareness Group will spark our participation and make
sure each of us has the opportunity to vote.
Thanksgiving comes late in the month on the
27th, perhaps to give us a chance to recover
from the election. So much happiness/sadness
takes time to settle in.
December ~~ We’ll slow down for the holidays
after a busy fall of elections, courses, committees, bridge, tennis, music, talks, Meet Your
Neighbor, and all the other things we do to remain productive and fulfilled.
Then comes Holiday parties and time off to relax
until the big New Year’s Eve bash.
Starting Again ~~ Come January, we’ll dive

October ~~ October marks our 20th anniversary! Karen Chaney, who is coordinating plans
for the observance, tells us October 24 is the
BIG DAY. We’ll have a special celebration in
which we can all participate. But, final plans are
still being kept under wraps. The Collingtonian is
planning a special anniversary issue in October.
Most of the Prince George’s Community College
courses will begin this month. We’ll start our
weekly or twice-or thrice-weekly efforts to improve our knowledge in such areas as autobiographical writing, literature, current issues, world
religions, and income tax. Skill areas include
exercising for balance and strength training,
therapeutic aquatic exercise, and chess instruction.

back into the activities we enjoy and those that
are good for us. Soon we’ll be looking forward to
spring vacation, final exams, and summer vacation.
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Interiors Group Needs Your Help
By Anne Stone
The Residents Association’s Interiors Group
has completed the first phase of an inventory of
the furniture and works of art donated to
Collington over the years. All of us
have reason to be grateful to the donors
because it is their gifts that give Collington’s public spaces character, variety,
and charm. Think, for example, of the
tall clock in the Clocktower’s main sitting area, or the little French desk in the
adjacent sitting room, or the breakfronts
in the dining room -- they are but a
handful of the scores of pieces given to
Collington by residents or their families.
Collington used to keep careful records that
detailed not only the donor of the object but also
what was known about its history. However, at
some point during or following the renovation,
the notebooks were lost or destroyed. Although
a procedure is now in place for recording gifts
made since the renovation, it would be good to
have, once again, a record of who gave what before the renovation -- an acknowledgment on the
books of the generosity of so many individuals
over many years -- and of the histories of the objects if they are known.
It is a tradition at Collington not to label donated objects with the names of the givers, but
the Interiors Group (IG) hopes to reconstruct as
much of this information as possible for the
record. The first phase of the project entailed
identifying and photographing every piece of furniture in the public areas (other than the Arbor
and the Health Center) that seemed likely to
have been a gift rather than Collington “standard

issue.” (The works of art will, we hope, be tackled next.) Bob Elkin contributed his photographic
expertise and many hours to this task, which was
completed this spring. The photographs -- more
than 80, all told -- are now in an album, with a list
describing where each item was placed
as of the spring of 2008.
Now begins the second phase, in
which the IG seeks the help of fellow
Collingtonians, especially “veteran”
residents and staff. From time to time,
The Collingtonian will run one or two
photographs, each showing a piece of
furniture about which the IG has no information, with the query: “What do you
know about this?” Photographs may
also be displayed from time to time in the Clocktower, and interested parties are welcome to see
a list of the items or look through the photographs in the album, which is in my custody.
The IG hopes that anyone with information about
a piece will write, phone, or e-mail me (Anne
Stone, 2201, Ext. 7282, hssajs@aol.com).
Finally, I should mention that Collington’s policy with respect to offered donations requires,
first, a review and recommendation by the Interiors Group and, second, the Administration’s approval. Please call me or Jeanne Gart if you are
considering a donation.
Do you know the source of this chest
or the mirror above?

Sept. 2008
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King at Bat
By Frances Kolarek

around her large garden in Wesley Heights and
learned the best possible way -- by doing.
What grows best in shade, what needs sun-

Pat King blew into Collington like a warm

light. What will spread or what to place in a small

April breeze, took over the Hospitality Commit-

corner. She also learned the Latin names of the

tee, went to work with the flower arrangers, ac-

flowers and shrubs. And, like her mother, she

quired a puppy named Lucy, doubled the size of

became, and still is, a member of the Trowel

her living room with an addition, and, at the

Garden Club.

same time, made a number of friends. You may

“So you’re involved with just one committee

stop here and catch your breath. Pat never

this go-around?” we asked Pat. Well, no. She

seems to need to.

will also chair the Flower Committee which she

Heading the Hospitality Committee, she

says Ria Hawkins has organized so beautifully

noted where events had not been planned, but

that there’s really nothing to it. Pat loves to work

were called for. St. Patrick’s Day comes to mind.

with flowers -- and with people.

She shot over to the Dollar Store and came back

She trained as a psychiatric social worker

with all kinds of Irish paraphernalia. Don Paradis

and pursued her career as a counselor at The

became a Leprechaun in an enormous green hat

Cathedral School for Girls. She is a native

and there was scarce a dry eye as celebrants

Washingtonian who remembers things like

sang their hearts out with Don at the keyboard

Garfinckel’s, and when The Hecht Company

playing Irish ballads.

opened a store at 7th and G Streets -- just

Now Pat has relinquished the Hospitality
Committee to volunteer for a new job. Come Oc-

across from where the Verizon Center is now.
She chose Collington as the result of a

tober, she will replace Mary Olmsted as head of

concerted search of retirement communities in

the Landscape Committee. Her credentials are

the company of Pat Battin, with whom she at-

impressive. Whereas Mary comes from a family

tended Friends School in Washington when they

famous for its landscaping masterpieces, Pat

were girls. Collington won, to our delight and our

grew up with a mother who was a passionate
gardner. Her parents had come to this country
from Sweden, home of the noted botanist Lin-

enrichment. Two Pats -- Battin and King -- who
give the community generously of their time and
talents.

naeus, who introduced the system of nomenclature we follow to this day.
Of her own interest, Pat says, simply: “I love
to garden.” If you walk around Cottage 4001
you’ll see proof.
From childhood on, Pat followed her mother
4
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In the past few weeks the apartment parking lot has enjoyed the company of a snazzy
Chrysler LeBaron GTC rag top (more properly
called a “roadster.” Don’t you love those oldfashioned labels?). It bears the Vanity plate
RQTBALL. Who? Who?

Toward Better Living for All
By Sheila Hollies

1966 to 1971 and from 1974 to 1978. He served
as consultant to public and private clients on
planning programs and procedures of urban pro-

A look at Bud Dutton’s activities and associations, both at Collington and in Prince George’s
County, is enough to make you dizzy! Bud

jects, and served as an expert witness in planning matters, land capacity, zoning cases and
land condemnation suits. During his tenure, Bud
participated in planning decisions that

graduated from Dartmouth College

significantly impacted the develop-

just in time to join the Army and be-

ment of Prince George’s County.

came an engineering officer. He was

In his spare time, Bud became an

trained as a paratrooper by the British

active volunteer with a large number

military and later by the American

of organizations dedicated to the im-

Army. He served with the OSS and

provement of life in Prince George’s

with the 82nd AirborneDivision. One

County and its environs. He took par-

of his prized possessions is a large
plaque crafted from different metals that presents a replica of the shield appearing on the
back of the U.S. one-dollar bill. Bud is proud of
the inscription that reads, “The American of the
Year Award is presented for exemplary and outstanding contributions to the 82nd Airborne Division Association.”
After the war, with the aid of the GI Bill, Bud

ticular pride in the Foundation for
Automotive and Construction Trade for Students
(FACTS), of which he was president for several
years. This organization takes students out of
the classroom and teaches them skills through
the building of an actual house.
In 2001 Bud and Fran moved to Collington
where both have actively served the community.
Bud served as First Vice President of the Resi-

attended the University of North Carolina at

dents Association and as President of our local

Chapel Hill specializing in City and Regional

Maryland Continuing Care Residents Association

Planning. He dedicated himself to this field for

(MACCRA) Chapter. He is currently in his sec-

the next fifty years. He moved to the Washington

ond year as a resident member of Collington’s

D.C. area in 1958 -- the same year in which he

Board of Directors. He and Fran both garden --

made another important decision -- his marriage

at home, at the Hilltop Garden and in the raised

to Fran, one of the most friendly and delightful

bins. They enjoy their life here, although at

people one could ever hope to meet.

times they miss their dream home, depicted in a

In 1966, he was appointed to the Maryland-

painting over their sofa, a lovely waterfront

National Capital Planning Commission, a posi-

house on Jug Bay. Jug’s loss is indisputably our

tion to which he was reappointed in 1970 and

gain!

1975. He served as Chairman and as ViceChairman of the Commission and Chairman of
Prince George’s County Planning Board from

Sept. 2008
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Elizabeth Joltin enjoying a cruise
on the Chesapeake.

Robert Elkin photographed Faith Jackson’s childhood home in Robin Hood
Maine just six miles from where he visited. Faith planted the maples on the
left as saplings.

Angie Layfield’s summer was the most wonderful
Margaret Martin sends this view of Lake Dunmore, near Brandon, of all -- Daughter Molly greets newborn Noah.
Vt. Her cabin has been in the family for 70 years.

Judith Shaw’s watercolor interpretation of Sunrise over Blue
Lake in Deland, Florida.
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Margot Starr Kernan stands ready for bear
with a .375 magnum shotgun at Lake Clark,
Alaska.

Summer Snapshots
From Residents

MaryAverett Seelye and Muriel Heineman spent most of the summer at their
Plainfield, Mass. house in the Berkshires built in 1796 . It’s been in the Seelye family
since the early 40’s. Its many acres include a big barn and a tennis court.

Above: Jane Engle and Ken
Burton visited Jane’s relatives
in California
Below: Emily Torbert prepares for
her 95th birthday by taking the
helm on a Chesapeake Bay
cruise.

Ron and Noel McPherson enjoy this view of Nash’s Lake near
Calais, Maine from their cabin of 12 years.

Nancy’s McGhee’s grandmother bought this place on Swanzey Lake in
New Hampshire over 100 years ago. Since she was two,
Nancy and her family have enjoyed it .
Sept. 2008
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Career by Chance

have benefited from his computer skills,

By Sheila Hollies

many of us aren’t aware of his passion
for music. On occasion, these two inter-

After growing up in Indiana, he

ests overlapped in a single undertaking.

joined the US Navy as his first career

Al’s other major interest has been

which he signed up for at the sugges-

in music. While neither of his parents

tion of one of his high school teach-

shared this interest, he went to the mu-

ers, who thought it might be a good

sic teacher in high school asking to

idea. He served for 20 years, retiring
as a commander. He thoroughly enjoyed the life
at sea, in part because he was rotated through
nearly all types of surface ships in use at the
time. Each had its own idiosyncrasies, customs
and modus operandi, so he never got bored. He
kept busy evaluating equipment being developed
for the navy, and subsequently received further
training in the art of electrical engineering. After
his naval career, he entered the computer programming industry in which he went to Germany
for two years, which ended up being a sevenyear stint. Again, this was something that just
happened, more or less by chance.
When Al came to Collington in 1988 as one
of the pioneers, he found his computer expertise
in constant demand. In addition to his participation in PC Seniors, Al has taught computer
courses for residents for years. By chance, his
skills were just what we needed.
Al insists that all the major changes in his life
resulted not from conscious efforts on his part,
but as with his naval career, by chance.
Opportunities just “happened” and all he had
to do was accept and move forward with his satisfying life. (We should all be so fortunate!)
Al Folop has enjoyed an active and varied
life. As it turned out, he has two main areas of
expertise. While over the years we at Collington
8
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learn how to play an instrument. The
teacher handed him a bassoon and said, “Go to
it!” Thus began the musical training of a man
who now can probably play more instruments
than most anyone around - including some that
most of us have never even heard of, and whose
names we couldn’t spell. For example,
hauschpfeife and krummhorn. When he came to
Collington, he sought a residence large enough
to accommodate his stable of musical instruments - everything from an organ and a piano
down to the smallest of the flute family.
Over the years, Al joined music groups that
get together to play for the sheer enjoyment of it.
He currently plays regularly with three such
groups who share the pleasures of making music
on the viol. With a Collington friend, he plays duets on the flute. One difficulty he faced is finding
appropriate music usable by a group’s unique
combination of instruments. By chance no doubt,
he found a way to take pieces of music from earlier periods and transcribing them onto a computer so that the musicians can read them -- the
final linking of the two passions in his life; computers and music.
In the next life, Al will no doubt be found tinkering with and playing the Angels’ harps -- by
chance, of course.

Faith’s
Gardening Notes
What a summer we had! It hadn’t occurred
to me how good the cold winter would be for the
spring bulbs that came out like gangbusters all
over our campus. In November, we really should
remember to plant more. And the roses! Strong
lovely colors, flowers that came early, stayed
later than usual, and then, frabjous day, they
bloomed again.
Then came the rain and the rain and the
rain, during which time you stood by and
watched the garden grow inches by the day.
Ominous, but I didn’t pay attention because I
was so proud of the succession, throughout the
garden, of red camellias, white and blue iris,
electric blue brunera, hydrangeas, daisies, blue
ageratum and red monarda, yellow yarrow, and
my favorite Ligularia, or Rocket, a large plant
with rough dark green leaves and bright orange
flowers.
My patio was filled with pots of begonias,
New Guinea impatiens, multi-colored coleus, geraniums, a tomato, basil, a green pepper plant
and sage. Well. We all know what Pride goes
before... In my case it was rampant growth that
got away from me in the scorching days when I
let the garden fend for itself. My fairy solar lights
were hidden by greenery growing out of their
beds.
And remember, the grasses I was going to
plant throughout? Right. I made the supreme error of ordering from catalogs with gorgeous pictures. I should know better by now. They arrived
small, I mean small; neither I, nor any resident

presently here will be around when they mature.
Next year, local nurseries where I can see what I
get, thank you.
In mid-August when my jungle turned critical,
my son Tom came and in one hour and a half
before Sunday lunch, clipped, pulled, and
cleaned out barrels of unwanted growth. Left me
plenty to do but manageable before winter.
Finally, how did all of us face up to the
DEER?Without exception, they were everywhere, especially in the eight gardens I visited
(to be described in my next column) and in my
own. Hosta gone, Lily buds gone, Impatiens
gone. What to do? Well, here’s a thought. Listen UP: Ria and Ted Hawkins received from
their professional landscape gardener son something considerably better than Deer Buster, for
which I have a recipe.
Someone who really loathes the numerous
Bambis and who has a diabolical inventive talent, has come up with CONTECH ELECTRONICS INC. I would love to meet and thank him personally. The Hawkins have a CONTECH
SCARECROW in their beautiful place, which
they attached to the garden hose. It operates on
a battery, it has a photoelectric cell, a motion
sensor that picks up the presence of any passer
by (deer or Ted Hawkins) and shoots a huge
spray of water. Ted will attest; it drenches you.
As it was a present, they didn’t ask how much?
Look up the company on the web and if you can
afford it, try it and let us know.
About the Deer Buster, you can make your
own, if you can stand it. Break four raw eggs
into a gallon jar, add considerable capsicum and
maybe more hot sauce, fill up with water, shake
and let it age until it reeks. Use it on the fringes;
too close to the house will make people wonder.
Sept. 2008
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A Super Perfect Grandchild’s Day

child Day. Actually, not quite, for after hugging

By Lynn Bernstein

and kissing goodbye, Ellie tightened her hold,

Collington is a children’s paradise. Notwith-

saying “Thank you for arranging this day for us!”

standing the child within each of us -- responding

before bouncing out the door followed by an ex-

to the deer, turtles, butterflies, dogs, cats and

hausted Dad and a happy little sister.

birds in ever-present song -- it is most especially

Shop Talk

a delight for grandchildren.
On a recent Sunday, son Jared and grandchildren Ellie, eight, and Kate, six, and I set
about enjoying a paradisiacal Collington day. We
started in the railroad room greeted by Warren
Pearse, our consummate model railroad man.
The girls soon began creating stories inspired by
the model villages and the handsome encircling
train.
After a contented hour we moved on to the
music room. Two pianos, framed pictures of
composers looking down on us, musical tapes,
songbooks, all encouraged the girls to show their
undeniable virtuosity on the pianos to an appreciative “Bubbie” -- grandma.
Creativity burst forth when the girls drew musical notes on the blackboard which their father
turned into songs. As we sang together it
crossed my mind that we might well be ready for
a “gig” ere long.
Our next activity at the manicured croquet
court afforded a wonderful change of pace.
Mastering basic skills quickly, we dashed after
balls, competed, declared everyone a winner
and moved on to conquer the tennis courts.
Tennis proved to be somewhat daunting, so
we returned to my cottage for a little klezmer
dancing and large chicken sandwiches. Then, up
to our elbows in art materials, we turned out
greeting cards for future use.
So ended our super perfect Collington Grand-

What do you do when your Persian samovar,
turned into a lamp only 18 years ago, refuses to
work? Call the Woodshop. Yes, they fix lamps.
Bill Cosgrove picked mine up and an hour later
returned it working fine. I thought that kind of
service was out of style! I said thank you with a
check to the Residents Association.
Frances Kolarek ordered a love seat online
from IKEA, warned that “some assembly is
required.” The thing came in three or four separate containers. In response to a frantic “Help!!”
Jim Whitaker was Johnny-on-the-spot. SOME
assembly? Jim BUILT the love seat and, some
three hours after he arrived, two exhausted old
people said goodbye, Jim carrying a nice fat
check to the Residents Association.
The men have built bookshelves for residents, created three stools for the library and
made a rack to hold exercise balls for the Fitness
Center.
Bill Burleigh recently repaired a number of
chairs for some residents. Ron Hawkins makes
frames for the Interiors Group. Tom Aldrich
continues to make repairs from his cottage. All
these residents, who happen to be men (they
would welcome female repairers), volunteer.
The Woodshop does semiannual knife and
scissors sharpening, they sponsor the model railroad activities and the model skipjack regattas.
R.E.
Sept.2008
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
Welcome, Betty Thayer of Apt. 307, who arrived June 1 from Kensington, MD. A native
Floridian and graduate of Jacksonville University,
she studied clinical psychology at Catholic University and returned home to practice psycho-

way for ten years. She taught in the Middletown,
NJ, school system and, after retiring, served as a
docent with the Monmouth County Historical Society. We hope Marcia Giger plans to follow in
the footstepts of another Marcia who headed our
Drama Committee for many years. She has al-

therapy.
Later she practiced psychotherapy with the

ready found the drama, poetry and book groups.



Community Psychiatric Clinic near Kensington,
MD. Betty has good things to say about the food
at Collington, and is edging into some of our
campus activities. A son, grandson and granddaughter live nearby in Maryland.



The quilt hanging in the Grand Staircase was
especially designed and made for Flo Marion by
the members of the quilting group of which she
served as Chairman for 12 years. Each of the
blocks has a specific meaning for Flo.



The fascinating display focusing on China in
the Auditorium Gallery coincides with the Beijing
Olympics, without the glamour or fireworks. The
19 photographs and children's posters were collected by Hilda Jay on one of her trips to China.
Flo Marion, chair of the Creative Arts Committee,
helped mount the display.


The work of two internationally-known print
makers hangs in our Library Gallery, thanks to
Herb and Anne Stone. Longtime friends of the
artists -- Clare Romano and John Ross -- Herb
and Anne regularly received Christmas and New
Year’s greetings created by the pair. Framed,
they make an impressive display.


We welcome a new resident, Marcia Giger,
who brings the glamour of grease paint with her.

Roanne Hartfield can be found arranging objects for sale in the four glass display cases -two near the Library and two opposite the Residents Association office. In the five months ending in July, Roanne and helpers Sheila Givan
and Peter Wilson had taken in $1,349 which
goes to finance RA projects -- including The
Collingtonian.
To make a purchase call Roanne on Ext.
7386 and she'll make a date to meet you at the
display case.
Collectibles, jewelry, chinaware, silver and
brass objects have all been sold from the cases.
Roanne suggests you think GIFTS and act
quickly. If you wait until the last minute, you may
find your pet object already snatched up by a
quicker shopper.

Marcia worked in summer stock and off-Broad
Sept. 2008
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Summer Get-Togethers

As family geneologist, Mary Ann Pellerin made all the
Delores and Ronald Hawkins hosted a celebration of achievements and birthdays for their nieces
and nephews at Collington. They recognized two
masters degrees and one bachelor degree awarded
this summer as well as two birthdays.

Anna Shea (center, with children at her feet) enjoyed seeing all four of her children as well as grandchildren and
more than 40 other relatives at the West Coast Shea Day

At right: Elsie Dent (seated at center) hosted a luncheon at Collington for her four children and all four generations of her family.

puppets and wrote the script for the playlet in which descendants of Thomas Stacye make amends for their
ancestor’s role in the trial of Bridget Bishop, the first
“witch” hanged at Salem, Massacusetts in 1692.



